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Boredom as a Limiting Condition on the Mere Exposure Effect
Robert E Bornstein, Amy R. Kale, and Karen R. Cornell
Gettysburg College
Three experiments investigating the role of boredom as a limiting condition on Zajonc's (1968)
mere exposure effect are described. In Experiment 1, non-boredom-prone Ss showed significant
exposure effects for Welshfigurestimuli, whereas boredom-prone Ss showed no exposure effects at
all for these stimuli. In Experiments 2 and 3, complex stimuli (line-drawn optical illusions) produced significantly stronger exposure effects than relatively simple stimuli (Welsh figures). The
difference in affect ratings for optical illusion vs. Welshfigurestimuli was greater when Ss rated
both types of stimuli (Experiment 2) than when Ss rated only 1 type of stimulus (Experiment 3).
Furthermore, Welshfiguresshowed a decline in affect ratings with increasing exposure frequency
in Experiment 2 and an increase in affect ratings with increasing exposure frequency in Experiment 3, suggesting that stimulus "contrast" effects are important in determining affect judgments
in mere exposure experiments. Results support the role of boredom as a limiting condition on the
mere exposure effect and are consistent with a 2-factor learning-satiation model of the exposure
effect.

Zajonc's (1968) mere exposure effect—the observation that
repeated, unreinforced exposure to a stimulus is sufficient to
enhance attitudes toward it—has received a great deal of attention from researchers. Bornstein's (1989a) meta-analysis of
mere exposure research published between 1968 and 1987 includes over 200 experiments examining the exposure-^affect relationship. Both traditional reviews of mere exposure research
(Harrison, 1977; Stang, 1974) and Bornstein's (1989a) metaanalysis demonstrate that the exposure effect is a robust, reliable phenomenon. Unreinforced stimulus exposures enhance
affect toward visual (Zajonc, 1968), auditory (Heingartner &
Hall, 1974), and gustatory stimuli (Crandall, 1984). Both abstract, nonrepresentational stimuli and meaningful social stimuli produce exposure effects (Saegert, Swap, & Zajonc, 1973;
Stang & CConnell, 1974). The exposure effect is obtained for
stimuli that are initially well liked (Swap, 1977) or disliked (Litvak, 1969), in both positive and negative experimental contexts
(Saegert et al, 1973). In addition, the exposure effect occurs
reliably in both laboratory and naturalistic (i.e, field) settings
(Moreland & Zajonc, 1976; Zajonc & Rajecki, 1969), and in
infrahuman as well as human subjects (W E Hill, 1978). Finally,
stimulus recognition is not required for the production of exposure effects (Bornstein, Leone, & Galley, 1987; Kunst-Wilson &
Zajonc, 1980), and these effects are robust across different
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classes of affective responding (e.g, liking, pleasingness, attractiveness ratings; see Bornstein, 1989a).
Although the mere exposure effect is clearly a robust phenomenon, it also appears that boredom may be a limiting condition on the exposure effect. Indirect evidence for this hypothesis comesfromseveral areas. First, complex stimuli have been
found to receive more positive affect ratings than simple stimuli
at high exposure frequencies (Heyduk, 1975; Saegert & Jellison,
1970); presumably, simple stimuli become boring more quickly
than do complex stimuli, producing a more rapid downturn in
the frequency-affect curve. Consistent with this, stronger exposure effects are obtained when stimuli are presented in a heterogenous—rather than a homogenous—exposure sequence (see,
e.g, Harrison & Crandall, 1972). Furthermore, the exposure
effect is enhanced by use of brief exposures (Hamid, 1973), and
across studies there is an overall inverse relationship between
stimulus exposure duration and magnitude of the exposure effect (Bornstein, 1989a). Finally, laboratory studies of the exposure effect often report a leveling off or downturn in reported
affect after 10-20 stimulus exposures (Stang & O'Connell, 1974;
Zajonc, Shaver, Tavris, & Van Kreveld, 1972).
Despite indirect evidence that boredom may be a limiting
condition on the mere exposure effect, no experiments have
investigated this issue directly Several studies have examined
"satiation" effects following a large number of stimulus exposures (Kail & Freeman, 1973; Zajonc, Crandall, Kail, & Swap,
1974; Zajonc, Swap, Harrison, & Roberts, 1971). However,
these studies produced inconsistent results, with some experiments finding a decline in affect ratings after a large number of
stimulus exposures (e.g, Kail & Freeman, 1973; Zajonc et al,
1974, Experiment 2) and others finding a monotonic increase
in affect ratings through a large number of stimulus exposures
(e.g, Zajonc et al, 1971; Zajonc et al, 1974, Experiment 1).
Assessing the role of boredom as a limiting condition on the
mere exposure effect is particularly important because the twofactor model of exposure effects predicts that boredom will be a
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limiting condition on the exposure-affect relationship, whereas
other models of the exposure effect do not (Bornstein, 1989a;
Harrison, 1977). The two-factor model hypothesizes that affect
toward a stimulus will become more positive as the stimulus
becomes increasingly familiar, until boredom occurs and the
frequency-affect curve turns downward (Berlyne, 1970; Stang,
1974). Bornstein (1989a) suggested a possible evolutionary
basis for boredom as a limiting condition on the exposure effect, noting that
it is adaptive to grow bored with stimuli that, after many repeated
exposures, have never been associated with any type of positive
reinforcement. As a stimulus proves itself to be neither dangerous
nor reinforcing, one simply loses interest in it and turns one's attention to other familiar stimuli that have proved rewarding,
(p. 282)
In contrast to the two-factor model, Grush's (1979) attitudeformation model, Harrison's (1977) opponent-process approach, and various arousal models (e.g., Berlyne, 1971; J. E.
Crandall, 1970) all predict that boredom will not be a limiting
condition on the mere exposure effect. For example, Grush's
(1979) attitude-formation model predicts that affect toward a
neutral stimulus will increase linearly with increasing exposure
frequency, as initial negative associations to the unfamiliar stimulus weaken and neutral (or positive; see Grush, 1976) associations to the stimulus strengthen with repeated, unreinforced
exposure. As negative associations to a stimulus weaken and
neutral or positive associations are strengthened, affect ratings
of the stimulus will become more positive (Grush, 1976,1979).
Harrison's (1977) opponent-process approach similarly predicts a linear increase in affect ratings through a large number
of exposures to a stimulus that is initially unfamiliar. The basic
premise of the opponent-process model is that when a stimulus
produces an emotional response, removal of that stimulus results in a rebound effect so that the opponent (i.e., opposite)
emotional response is experienced. Repeated stimulus exposures are hypothesized to strengthen the opponent response
while weakening the initial emotional response. In this context,
Harrison suggested that initial exposure to an unfamiliar stimulus evokes a negative response (fright or unpleasant arousal),
whereas repeated exposures result in a weakening of the initial
unpleasant response and a strengthening of the positive affect
associated with the opponent process.
Finally, arousal models of the exposure effect (e.g., Berlyne,
1971; J. E. Crandall, 1970) predict that affect toward a stimulus
will continue to increase through a large number of exposures
because organisms prefer stimuli that are predictable and do
not evoke the "startle" response associated with unfamiliar
stimuli (Bornstein, 1989a). As a stimulus becomes more familiar, it becomes increasingly predictable, less startling (and
arousing), and better liked.
Thus, the attitude-formation, opponent-process, and arousal
models do not predict that boredom will inhibit the mere exposure effect, whereas the two-factor model specifically predicts
that boredom should inhibit the effect. Examining the role of
boredom in the exposure effect allows for a direct comparison
of the predictive validity of the two-factor model versus other
theoretical approaches. The purpose of this article is to examine the role of boredom as a limiting condition on the mere

exposure effect by investigating the influence on the exposure
effect of subject variables (i.e., individual differences in boredom proneness) and stimulus variables (i£, differences in stimulus complexity and interestingness) that enhance or obviate
boredom. Although individual differences in boredom proneness are best conceptualized as a stable, internal trait (Farmer &
Sundberg, 1986), whereas differences in stimulus complexity
represent a "situational" manipulation of boredom, research
suggests that both variables engage the same underlying affective and cognitive processes (see Hamilton, 1981; O'Hanlon,
1981; Perkins & Hill, 1985), producing similar effects on behavior in a variety of situations and settings. Individual differences
in boredom proneness and differences in stimulus complexity
should therefore produce similar effects on affective responding to repeated, unreinforced stimulus exposures.
In this context, three experiments were conducted to examine the role of boredom as a limiting condition on the mere
exposure effect. In Experiment 1, the relationship of the personality variable boredom proneness to the strength of the exposure effect was assessed. Subjects in this experiment were classified into boredom-prone and non-boredom-prone groups
using the Boredom Proneness (BP) scale (Farmer & Sundberg,
1986). Subjects also completed the Crowne-Marlowe (1964) Social Desirability (SD) scale and Rotter's (1966) Locus of Control
(LC) scale in order to (a) assess the specificity of the boredomproneness-exposure effect relationship, and (b) assess potential
response bias confounds in BP scores by examining the relationship of BP scores to scores on the SD scale. Subjects provided affect ratings of a series of Welsh figures presented at
varying frequencies, in either a homogenous or heterogenous
exposure sequence.
In Experiments 2 and 3, the relationship of stimulus complexity to the strength of the exposure effect was examined by
assessing subjects' affect ratings of optical illusion versus Welsh
figure stimuli presented at identical exposure frequencies. Gregory (1968) noted that optical illusions require ongoing cognitive
processing and continuous reinterpretation in an attempt to
make sense of the illusion and rectify conflicting information
in the image, as if "alternative hypotheses are entertained and
the brain never 'makes up its mind'" (p. 66). Because they
require ongoing, active cognitive processing, optical illusions
should not become boring as quickly as nonilhision drawings.
They should therefore produce a stronger exposure effect.
Experiments 2 and 3 also examined "contrast" effects in affect ratings of merely exposed stimuli. Bornstein (1989a) hypothesized that when subjects are exposed to both simple and
complex stimuli (or both interesting and uninteresting stimuli),
affect ratings of the two types of stimuli are made relative to
each other, increasing the difference in affect ratings for the two
types of stimuli and producing an overall decline in affect ratings of the simpler or less interesting stimuli. To test this hypothesis, Experiment 2 used a within-subjects design (with subjects exposed to both optical illusion and Welshfigurestimuli)
and Experiment 3 used a mixed design (with some subjects
exposed only to optical illusions and other subjects exposed
only to Welshfigures).If Bornstein's hypothesis is correct, affect ratings of Welshfiguresshould diminish with repeated exposures in Experiment 2 (because stimulus contrast effects will
cause subjects to perceive these stimuli as boring in compari-
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son to the optical illusion stimuli), whereas affect ratings of
Welshfiguresshould become more positive with repeated exposures in Experiment 3 (because contrast effects will not influence these ratings).
Thus, the central hypotheses of this study are as follows:
1. In, Experiment 1, more positive affect ratings should be
given b*y non-boredom-prone subjects than boredom-prone
subjects at high exposure frequencies; at lower frequencies of
exposure, affect ratings from the two groups should be comparable.
2. In Experiments 2 and 3, optical illusion stimuli should
receive more positive affect ratings than Welshfiguresacross all
exposure frequencies, and the discrepancy in ratings for optical
illusion versus Welsh figure stimuli should increase with repeated exposures.
3. In Experiment 2, affect ratings of Welsh figure stimuli
should decline with repeated exposures, whereas affect ratings
of optical illusion stimuli should become more positive (due to
stimulus contrast effects). In Experiment 3, affect ratings of
both types of stimuli should become more positive with repeated exposures (because stimulus contrast effects will not
influence these ratings).
In addition, there are two secondary hypotheses:
1. In Experiment 1, stimuli presented in a heterogenous exposure sequence should receive more positive affect ratings
than stimuli presented in a homogenous exposure sequence at
high—but not lower—exposure frequencies.
2. In each experiment, there should be a significant, positive relationship between stimulus exposure frequency and affect ratings (except for affect ratings of Welshfiguresin Experiment 2).

Experiment 1
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figure were made, and stimuli were constructed by attaching copies of
thefiguresto unlined 5 X 7 in. index cards.
Stimulus card decks were prepared by an experimenter who had no
contact with the subjects. Stimuli were presented at frequencies of 0,1,
2, 5,10, 25 and 50, for a total of 93 stimulus cards per subject. Each
stimulus was shown at each exposure frequency approximately the
same number of times, counterbalanced across subjects. In the heterogenous exposure condition, the 93 stimulus cards were thoroughly shuffled between subjects. In the homogenous exposure condition, all presentations of a particular stimulus were massed (i.e, grouped together),
and order of stimuli was determined using a random number table.
The experimenters who ran subjects were blind to all questionnaire
scores and to all information regarding stimulus exposure frequencies
and presentation sequence. Furthermore, they were not informed that
presentation sequence was an independent variable in the experiment.
Procedure. Subjects were brought individually to a sparsely furnished laboratory room and completed the BP, SD, and LC scales.
Order of scales was counterbalanced across subjects. Subjects were
then seated at a table on which a stack of stimulus cards was already set
up in a rack directly in front of them. The experimenter seated herself
next to the subject and administered standardized instructions and a
brief description of the study. Subjects were informed that they were
participating in a study of people's responses to different visual stimuli, that they should examine each stimulus as it was presented, and
that they would be asked about their reactions to the stimuli after they
had seen all the cards. After answering anyfinalquestions, the experimenter removed the cover card and began stimulus presentations.
Each stimulus was exposed for 5 s. Exposures were manually timed by
the experimenter, who lifted each stimulus card from the top of the
pile after the 5-s exposure period, until all stimuli had been exposed.
The total time taken for all stimuli to be presented was approximately
8.5 min.
Subjects were then given a booklet containing pictures of each stimulus (one stimulus per page), along with three 9-point rating scales for
each stimulus: a like-dislike scale, an interesting-boring scale, and a
simple-complex scale. Order of rating scales was counterbalanced
across subjects. Subjects circled the number on each scale corresponding to their rating of the stimulus pictured on that page.

Method
Subjects. Subjects were 100 undergraduate students (62 women and
38 men) enrolled in introductory psychology classes at Gettysburg College who participated in the study to fulfill course requirements.
Measures. The Boredom Proneness (BP) scale (Farmer & Sundberg, 1986) is a 28-item true-false questionnaire designed to assess the
degree to which a subject is easily bored by day-to-day situations and
activities, and the degree to which the subject views him- or herself as
being boredom prone. The scale shows good internal consistency (pt .79), and good test-retest reliability over a 1-week period (r = .83).
Detailed information regarding the construct validity of this measure
is provided by Farmer and Sundberg (1986).
The Crowne-Marlowe (1964) Social Desirability (SD) scale is a 33item true-false questionnaire designed to assess the degree to which a
subject presents him- or herself as having positive, socially desirable
qualities and traits.
Rotter's (1966) Locusof Control (LC) scale is a 29-item forced-choice
questionnaire designed to assess the degree to which a subject perceives him- or herself as having control over the environment, and the
degree to which a subject makes internal causal attributions regarding
the outcome of various situations.
Stimuli. Stimuli were sevenfiguresselected from Welsh's drawings
(Welsh & Barron, 1949). Figures selected for use in the study (drawings
8,10,20,33,42,55, and 66) had been rated as equally complex, interesting, and likable by samples of pilot subjects. Multiple copies of each

Results
Personality measures. The mean BP score for all subjects
was8.19 (SD= 3.96), the mean SD score was 12.42 (SZ>= 4.19),
and the mean LC score was 14.50 (SD - 5.21). There were no
sex differences on any personality measure. There was no relationship between BP and SD scores, r(98) = . 14, ns, or between
SD and LC scores, r(98) = -.10, ns. However, a significant
correlation between BP and LC scores was found, r(98) = -.47,
p < .001. Boredom-prone subjects scored high on internal control.
Boredom proneness and the exposure effect. Neither SD nor
LC scores produced significant main effects or interacted with
exposure frequency or presentation sequence in predicting liking, interestingness, or complexity ratings. Therefore, further
analyses were conducted using only boredom proneness as a
personality dimension. Because there were no sex differences
on any personality measure, nor a sex difference in reported
affect in response to stimulus exposures, male and female subjects were combined into a mixed-sex sample for further analysis.
In addition, because liking and interestingness ratings were
strongly intercorrelated (the mean r of liking and interesting-
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frequency was found, nor were there any significant main effects or interactions involving presentation sequence or BP
score.
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Figure 1. Effects of boredom proneness (BP) and stimulus exposure
frequency on affect ratings of Welsh figures.

ness ratings collapsing across experimental conditions was .86)
and produced virtually identical frequency-affect curves, these
ratings were averaged to form a single overall affect measure
(hereafter referred to simply as "affect ratings'") for further analysis. Separate 2X2X7 repeated-measures analyses of variance
(ANOVAS) were performed for affect and complexity ratings,
with boredom proneness (high vs. low, using a mean split in BP
scores) and presentation sequence (homogenous vs. heterogenous) as between-subjects variables, and exposure frequency (0,
1, 2, 5,10, 25 or 50 exposures) as a within-subjects variable.
The effects of boredom proneness and exposure frequency
on affect ratings are presented in Figure 1. A significant main
effect of exposure frequency on affect ratings was found, with
subjects giving more positive ratings to frequently exposed than
infrequently exposed stimuli, F(6, 576) = 3.22, p < .01. No
main effect for presentation sequence on affect ratings was
found, but the interaction of exposure frequency and presentation sequence was marginally significant, F(6,576) = 2.00, p <
.10. Subjects gave slightly more positive affect ratings to heterogenous than homogenous stimuli at high exposure frequencies.
In addition, a significant BP Score X Exposure Frequency interaction was obtained, F(6, 576) = 6.43, p < .005.
Follow-up analyses were used to probe the significant BP
Score X Exposure Frequency interaction found for affect ratings. Separate one-way ANOVAS of the effects of exposure frequency on affect ratings for high-BP and low-BP subjects indicated that IOWHBP subjects gave significantly more positive ratings to high-frequency stimuli than low-frequency stimuli, F(6,
294) = 4.28, p < .005, whereas high-BP subjects gave comparable ratings to high- and low-frequency stimuli (F < 1). Trend
analysis indicated that, as Figure 1 suggests, only the linear
component was significant for the effects of exposure frequency
on affect ratings for low-BP subjects, F(l, 294) = 19.76, p < .001.
Thus, low-BP subjects showed a monotonic increase in affect
ratings with increasing exposure frequency, and high-BP subjects' affect ratings were unrelated to stimulus exposure frequency. These analyses, taken together, confirm that low-BP
subjects showed a significant exposure effect, whereas high-BP
subjects showed no exposure effect at all.
For complexity ratings, no main effect of stimulus exposure

The results of Experiment 1 confirm that boredom proneness is an individual difference variable that mediates subjects'
affect ratings of repeated, unreinforced stimulus exposures.
The predicted interaction of BP scores with stimulus exposure
frequency was found for affect ratings but not for complexity
ratings of merely exposed Welsh figures. These findings are
consistent with previous studies of the exposure effect, which
typically have found an increase in affect ratings—but not
other rating dimensions (e.g., cognitive evaluations)—with repeated stimulus exposures (see Harrison, 1977). In addition, the
specificity of the boredom-proneness-exposure-effect relationship is supported by the present findings: Neither SD nor LC
scores predicted affective responding to repeated stimulus exposures. Previous studies have also found that other personality
dimensions do not reliably predict affective responding to
merely exposed stimuli (although several personality and individual difference variables have been investigated, including
level and type of psychopathology, tolerance-intolerance of ambiguity, and manifest anxiety; see Bornstein, 1989a).
Burgess and Sales (1971) found that subjects' attitudes toward
the experiment predicted the strength of the exposure effect,
with subjects who felt positive about the experiment showing
strong exposure effects and subjects who felt negative about the
experiment showing no exposure effect at all. It may be that
low-BP subjects in the present study felt more positive about
participating in the experiment than did high-BP subjects—at
least by the time that affect ratings were made following 93
consecutive stimulus exposures. However, the relationship between boredom proneness and attitude toward the experiment
was not assessed in this study. In any case, these results support
the two-factor model of exposure effects, which predicts that
boredom-prone subjects should show weaker exposure effects
than non-boredom-prone subjects.
Experiment 2
Method
Subjects. Subjects were 100 undergraduate students (55 women and
45 men) enrolled in introductory psychology classes at Gettysburg College who participated in the study to fulfill course requirements.
Stimuli. Stimuli were the seven Welshfiguresused in Experiment 1,
along with seven line-drawn optical illusions similar in size to the
Welsh figure stimuli. The following optical illusions were used: The
Hering illusion, Wundt's converse of the Hering illusion, two versions
of the Necker illusion, the Zollner illusion, the Poggendorf illusion,
and areversiblefigure-grounddrawing. Examples of all illusions used
in Experiment 2 may be found in Gregory (1968). Optical illusion
stimuli were prepared using the same procedures as Welshfigurestimuli. As in Experiment 1, stimuli were presented at frequencies of 0,1,2,
5,10,25, and 50 exposures. However, in this experiment two stimuli—
one Welshfigureand one optical illusion—were presented at each exposure frequency. Each stimulus was presented at each exposure frequency approximately the same number of times, counterbalanced
across subjects. All stimuli were presented in a homogenous sequence.
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Stimulus card decks were again prepared by an experimenter who had
no contact with the subjects, using the procedures described in Experiment i. A total of 186 stimuli (93 Welshfiguresand 93 optical illusions)
composed the stimulus card deck. As in Experiment 1, the experimenter who ran subjects was blind to stimulus exposure frequencies.
Procedure. The exposure and rating procedures were identical to
those used in Experiment 1, except that (a) the total time taken to
present all stimuli was approximately 17 min, and (b) subjects made
affect ratings of all 14 stimuli. Booklets were prepared using the same
format as in Experiment 1. Subjects were given the same instructions as
subjects in Experiment 1.

Results
This experiment used a within-subjects design, with stimulus
type (Welsh figure vs. optical illusion) and exposure frequency
(0,1, 2, 5,10, 25, or 50 exposures) as within-subjects variables.
As in Experiment 1, analyses were conducted using the mixedsex sample. Again, liking and interestingness ratings were combined into an overall affect rating (the mean r for liking and
interestingness ratings in this experiment was .80, and liking
and interestingness ratings again produced virtually identical
frequency-affect curves). Separate 2 x 7 repeated-measures ANOVAS were performed for affect and complexity ratings.
Affect ratings. The effects of stimulus type and exposure
frequency on affect ratings are summarized in Figure 2. A main
effect of stimulus type on affect ratings was found, F(l, 99) =
98.88, p < .0001: Subjects gave more positive affect ratings to
optical illusion than Welsh figure stimuli. A main effect for
exposure frequency was also found, F(6, 594) = 17.79, p <
.0001. Finally, there was an interaction of stimulus type and
exposure frequency on affect ratings, F(6,594) = 2.44, p < .05.
Inspection of Figure 2 suggests that for optical illusion stimuli,
subjects showed an initial increase in affect ratings through five
exposures, followed by a gradual decline in ratings. For Welsh
figures, affect ratings appear unchanged through five exposures, followed by a gradual decline in affect ratings with increasing exposure frequency.
To probe the significant Stimulus Type X Exposure Frequency interaction depicted in Figure 2, several follow-up analy-
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Figure 2. Effects of stimulus type and exposure frequency on affect
ratings of merely exposed stimuli (Experiment 2, within-subjects design).
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ses were conducted. First, trend analyses indicated that for the
effects of exposure frequency on affect ratings of optical illusion stimuli, both the linear and quadratic components were
highly significant, F(l, 594) = 13.85, p < .001, for the linear
component and F(l, 594) = 76.77, p < .0001, for the quadratic
component. For Welsh figure stimuli, the linear trend was
highly significant, F(l, 594) = 52.90, p < .0001, whereas the
quadratic trend was barely significant, F(l, 594) = 3.86, p = .05.
Thus, these trend analyses suggest that the frequency-affect
curve for optical illusion stimuli takes the form of an inverted
U-shaped function, and the frequency-affect curve for Welsh
figure stimuli is best characterized as having a steady downward slope, with some tendency for this curve to show characteristics of an inverted U-shaped function.
To examine further the nature of thefrequency-afiectcurves
obtained for optical illusion and Welshfigurestimuli, separate
analyses were conducted for low (i£, 0,1, 2, and 5 exposures)
and high (i,e, 5,10, 25, and 50 exposures) stimulus exposure
frequencies. A 2 X 4 repeated-measures ANOVA for stimulus
type (optical illusion vs. Welshfigure)and exposure frequency
(0, 1, 2, or 5 exposures) on affect ratings revealed significant
main effects for stimulus type, F(l, 99) = 71.80, p < .0001, and
exposure frequency, F(3,297) = 5.04, p < .01, and a significant
Stimulus Type X Exposure Frequency interaction, F(3, 297) =
3.41, p < .02. However, a similar 2 x 4 repeated-measures
ANOVA for stimuli presented at 5,10, 25, and 50 exposures revealed significant main effects for stimulus type, F(l, 99) =
85.62, p < .0001, and exposure frequency, F(3, 297) = 21.25,
p < .0001, on affect ratings, but no interaction between these
variables (F < 1). This suggests that the significant Stimulus
Type X Exposure Frequency interaction described earlier is due
to differences in the slope of the frequency-affect curves for
optical illusion and Welshfigurestimuli at lower exposure frequencies.
Separate one-way ANOVAS assessing the effects of exposure
frequency on affect ratings at lower exposure frequencies (i.e, 0,
1, 2, and 5 exposures) were then performed for optical illusion
and Welsh figure stimuli. These one-way ANOVAS confirmed
that optical illusion stimuli produced an initial increase in affect ratings with repeated stimulus exposures, F(3,297) =7.33,
p < .001, whereas Welsh figure stimuli showed no effect of
exposure frequency on affect ratings at lower exposure frequencies (F<1).
Taken together, these follow-up analyses indicate that optical
illusion stimuli produced a strong exposure effect at lower exposure frequencies, followed by a decline in affect ratings at
higher exposure frequencies. Affect ratings of Welshfigurestimuli remained steady through five exposures, then declined at
higher exposure frequencies.
One final follow-up analysis was conducted to determine
whether affect ratings of stimuli in the 50-exposure condition
differed significantly from affect ratings of stimuli in the 0frequency (baseline) condition. For both types of stimuli, oneway ANOVAS of liking ratings across all exposure frequencies
revealed significant effects for exposurefrequency,F\6,594) =
9.83, p < .0005, for optical illusions and F(6,594) = 10.49, p <
.0005, for Welshfigures.Neuman-Keuls probing showed that
affect ratings of optical illusions in the 0-frequency and 50exposure conditions were not significantly different. However,
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Figure 3. Effects of stimulus type and exposure frequency on complexity ratings of merely exposed stimuli (Experiment 2, within-subjects
design).

Neuman-Keuls probing showed that 0-frequency affect ratings
of Welsh figures were significantly more positive than affect
ratings of Welshfiguresin the 50-exposure condition (p < .01).
Thus, affect ratings of optical illusion stimuli had returned to
baseline levels following 50 stimulus exposures, and affect ratings of Welsh figure stimuli were significantly below baseline
levels after 50 stimulus exposures.
Complexity ratings. The effects of stimulus type and exposure frequency on complexity ratings are summarized in Figure
3. As this figure shows, there was a significant main effect of
stimulus type on complexity ratings, F(l, 99) = 238.80, p <
.0001. However, there was no effect of exposure frequency on
complexity ratings, nor was there a Stimulus Type X Exposure
Frequency interaction for these ratings.

likely a product of one particular aspect of their experimental
design: Whereas Berlyne, Saegert and Jellison, and Heyduk all
used within-subjects designs to assess the effects of stimulus
complexity on the exposure effect (with subjects making ratings
of both complex and simple stimuli), Zajonc et al. used a mixed
design (i.e., subjects were exposed to stimuli at all exposure
frequencies, but some subjects were exposed only to simple stimuli and other subjects were exposed only to complex stimuli).
As noted earlier, it is likely that subjects' differential ratings of
simple and complex stimuli in these experiments depend on
their being able to compare reactions to both types of stimuli
over the course of repeated exposures, with ratings of simple
and complex stimuli made relative to each other. That is, complex stimuli may produce stronger exposure effects in part because they are compared with simple stimuli and deemed more
interesting or pleasing (Bornstein, 1989a).
To test this hypothesis directly, a modified replication of Experiment 2 was performed. Experiment 3 used the same stimuli, presentation procedures, and rating procedures as Experiment 2, except that a mixed design was used instead of a withinsubjects design. Some subjects in Experiment 3 were exposed
only to Welshfigurestimuli; others were exposed only to optical
illusion stimuli. If Bornstein's (1989a) hypothesis is correct, the
overall difference in responding to optical illusion versus Welsh
figure stimuli should diminish when a mixed design is used in
place of a within-subjects design. In addition, Bornstein's hypothesis suggests that stimulus contrast effects caused subjects
in Experiment 2 to perceive Welsh figures as boring, thereby
producing the decline in affect ratings of Welsh figures with
increasing exposure frequency. When a mixed design is used
instead of a within-subjects design, contrast effects should not
influence affect ratings, and ratings of Welsh figures should
therefore increase with increasing exposure frequency in Experiment 3, as they did in Experiment 1.

Experiment 3

Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 suggest that stimulus complexity
is a significant factor in the exposure effect, with stronger exposure effects produced by complex (optical illusion) than relatively simple (Welshfigure)stimuli. In particular, two findings
are noteworthy in the context of the present study. First, optical
illusion stimuli produced a significant increase in affect ratings
at lower exposure frequencies, whereas Welshfiguresproduced
no increase in affect ratings at lower exposure frequencies. Second, affect ratings of optical illusion stimuli returned to baseline level at high exposure frequencies, whereas affect ratings of
Welsh figure stimuli were significantly below baseline at high
exposure frequencies. These findings lend further support to
the hypothesis that boredom is a limiting condition on the
mere exposure effect.
The results of Experiment 2 are consistent with previous research assessing the role of stimulus complexity in the exposure
effect. As in the present study, Berlyne (1970), Saegert and Jellison (1970), and Heyduk (1975) all found significantly stronger
exposure effects for complex than simple stimuli. However, one
earlier study (Zajonc et al, 1972) did not obtain this result.
Because these studies all used similar presentation and rating
procedures, the inconsistent findings of Zajonc et al. are most

Method
Subjects. Subjects were 100 undergraduate students (55 women and
45 men) enrolled in introductory psychology classes at Gettysburg College who participated in the study to fulfill course requirements.
Stimuli and procedure. The stimuli and procedures used in Experiment 3 were identical to those used in Experiment 2, except that half
the subjects were exposed to (and made affect ratings of) optical illusion stimuli and the remaining subjects were exposed to and rated
Welshfigurestimuli. Because subjects made ratings of only one type of
stimulus, each subject was exposed to 93 stimulus presentations (vs. 186
presentations per subject in Experiment 2). Thus, the total time taken
for all stimuli to be presented in Experiment 3 was approximately 8.5
min (vs. approximately 17 min for Experiment 2). As in Experiments 1
and 2, subjects were run individually.

Results
This experiment used a mixed design, with stimulus type
(optical illusion vs. Welshfigure)as a between-subjects variable
and exposure frequency (0,1, 2, 5,10, 25, or 50 exposures) as a
within-subjects variable. Analyses were conducted using the
mixed-sex sample. Liking and interestingness ratings were
combined into a single overall affect rating for analysis (the
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Figure 4. Effects of stimulus type and exposure frequency on affect
ratings of merely exposed stimuli (Experiment 3, mixed design).
mean r for these ratings was .81, and liking and interestingness
ratings again produced virtually identical frequency-affect
curves). Separate 2 x 7 repeated-measures ANOVAS were performed for affect and complexity ratings.
Affect ratings. The effects of stimulus type and exposure
frequency on affect ratings are summarized in Figure 4. As this
figure shows, there was a significant main effect of stimulus
type on affect ratings, F(l, 98) = 5.92, p < .05, with optical
illusion stimuli receiving more positive affect ratings than
Welsh figure stimuli. In addition, there was a main effect of
exposure frequency on affect ratings, with frequently presented
stimuli receiving more positive ratings than infrequently presented stimuli, F(6, 588) = 3.09, p < .01. There was also a
significant interaction of stimulus type and exposure frequency
on affect ratings, F(6,588) = 2.25, p < .05, with affect ratings of
optical illusion stimuli increasing more rapidly than affect ratings of Welshfigurestimuli with increasing exposure frequency.
Follow-up one-way ANOVAS revealed that although optical
illusion stimuli produced stronger exposure effects than Welsh
figure stimuli, both types of stimuli produced a significant enhancement in affect ratings with increasing exposure frequency,
F(6, 294) = 4.54, p < .005, for optical illusions and F(6, 294) =
2.16, p < .05, for Welshfigures.Trend analyses confirmed that,
as Figure 4 suggests, the frequency-affect curves for both types
of stimuli contained significant linear components, F(\, 294) =
20.99, p < .001, for optical illusions and F(l, 294) = 11.62, p <
.001, for Welsh figures, but no quadratic components. Thus,
both optical illusion and Welshfigurestimuli showed a monotonic increase in affect ratings with increasing exposure frequency.
Complexity ratings. For complexity ratings, a significant
main effect for stimulus type was found, F(l, 98) = 12.67, p <
.001, with optical illusion stimuli rated as more complex than
Welsh figure stimuli. These data are summarized in Figure 5.
As Figure 5 shows, there was no effect of exposure frequency on
complexity ratings, nor was there an interaction of exposure
frequency and stimulus type on these ratings (both Fs < 1).

Welsh figure stimuli even when subjects rate only one type of
stimulus. In addition, the significant Stimulus Type X Exposure
Frequency interactions for affect ratings in this experiment indicate that affect ratings of optical illusion stimuli increase more
rapidly with increasing exposure frequency than do affect ratings of Welsh figure stimuli. This suggests that the effects of
stimulus interestingness and stimulus complexity on affect ratings of merely exposed stimuli do not depend entirely on subjects' comparing two types of stimuli when making ratings.
Complex, interesting stimuli produce significantly stronger exposure effects than relatively simple, uninteresting stimuli, regardless of whether subjects rate one or both types of stimuli.
The difference in affect ratings of optical illusion versus
Welsh figure stimuli (i.e, the main effect of stimulus type on
affect ratings) was substantially smaller when subjects rated
only one type of stimulus (Experiment 3) than when they rated
both types (Experiment 2). In addition, Welsh figure stimuli
showed an overall decline in affect ratings with repeated exposures in Experiment 2, but showed an enhancement in affect
ratings with repeated exposures in Experiment 3. These results
are consistent with Bornsteiris (1989a) hypothesis that the effects of stimulus interestingness and stimulus complexity on
affect ratings of merely exposed stimuli are due in part to subjects' comparing reactions to two types of stimuli, and then
making ratings of the two types of stimuli relative to each other.
Stimulus contrast effects can significantly influence affect ratings in mere exposure experiments.
Finally, the shape of the frequency-affect curves for optical
illusion and Welshfigurestimuli differed in Experiments 2 and
3: In Experiment 2 affect ratings of both types of stimuli declined at higher exposure frequencies; in Experiment 3 no decline in ratings at higher exposure frequencies was found for
either type of stimulus. These results are consistent with Bornsteurs (1989a) meta-analytic finding that increasing the total
number of stimulus exposures in a mere exposure experiment
results in a downturn in the frequency-affect curve at higher
exposure frequencies. Subjects exposed to 186 stimuli (Experiment 2) showed a downturn in the frequency-affect curves for
both types of stimuli at higher exposure frequencies, whereas
subjects exposed to 93 stimuli (Experiment 3) showed no level-
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Discussion
Experiment 3 revealed that merely exposed optical illusion
stimuli receive more positive affect ratings than merely exposed
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Figure 5. Effects of stimulus type and exposure frequency on complexity ratings of merely exposed stimuli (Experiment 3, mixed design).
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ing off or downturn in the frequency-affect curve for either
stimulus type.

General Discussion
The results of Experiments 1-3 confirm that boredom is a
limiting condition on the mere exposure effect. Four of the five
hypotheses tested in these experiments were strongly supported, and the remaining hypothesis was partially supported.
Primary Hypothesis 1 was supported, in that non-boredomprone subjects showed significant exposure effects for Welsh
figure stimuli, whereas boredom-prone subjects showed no exposure effects at all for these stimuli. Primary Hypothesis 2 was
also supported: In two separate experiments, optical illusion
stimuli produced significantly stronger exposure effects than
Welshfigurestimuli. Primary Hypothesis 3 was supported, in
that (a) the difference in affect ratings of optical illusion versus
Welshfigurestimuli was greater when a within-subjects design
was used (Experiment 2) than when a mixed design was used
(Experiment 3), and (b) affect ratings of Welsh figure stimuli
declined with increasing exposures in Experiment 2, but increased with increasing exposures in Experiment 3.
Secondary Hypothesis 1 was partially supported: Stimuli presented in a heterogenous exposure sequence produced slightly
stronger exposure effects at high exposure frequencies than did
stimuli presented in a homogenous exposure sequence (although this difference was only significant at p < .10). Finally,
Secondary Hypothesis 2 was supported: In every stimulus and
exposure condition except one, significant mere exposure effects were obtained.
As predicted, the only time that a stimulus did not produce
significant mere exposure effects in this study was in Experiment 2, where Welshfiguresshowed an overall decline in affect
ratings with increasing exposure frequency. This finding confirms that stimulus contrast effects can be important in determining subjects' affect ratings of merely exposed stimuli (Bornstein, 1989a): When subjects rated only one type of stimulus (in
Experiment 3) rather than both optical illusion and Welsh figure stimuli (in Experiment 2), Welsh figures produced robust
exposure effects.
Zajonc et al. (1971) previously found a different sort of contrast effect in the mere exposure paradigm. When Zajonc et al.
used a between-subjects design, with each subject providing
affect ratings of stimuli at only one exposure frequency, the
usual enhancement in affect ratings with increasing exposure
frequency was not found. However, when Zajonc et al. used the
typical within-subjects design, where subjects provided affect
ratings of stimuli presented at different exposure frequencies,
the usual increase in affect ratings with increasing exposure
frequency was obtained. Zajonc et al. concluded that robust
exposure effects depend on the exposure frequency manipulation being performed on a within-subjects basis. The contrasting results of Experiments 2 and 3 in the present study suggest
that another caveat must be added to that of Zajonc et al.
(1971): Robust exposure effects for simple stimuli are only produced when subjects are not concurrently exposed to stimuli
that are more interesting or complex. In other words, robust
exposure effects for simple stimuli depend on their not being

presented along with more interesting stimuli on a withinsubjects basis.
The present results thus suggest that boredom can inhibit the
mere exposure effect in at least three ways: (a) when subjects are
boredom prone (boredom-prone subjects showed no exposure
effect at all in the present study), (b) when uninteresting stimuli
are used (Welshfiguresproduced weaker exposure effects than
optical illusions regardless of whether subjects rated one or
both types of stimuli), and (c) when subjects are exposed to both
interesting and relatively uninteresting stimuli (in which case
ratings of the two types of stimuli are made relative to each
other, and the exposure effect for relatively uninteresting stimuli is even further inhibited).
The presentfindingsare consistent with the two-factor learning-satiation model of exposure effects, which predicts that
boredom will be a limiting condition on the exposure-affect
relationship. These findings do not support the opponentprocess, arousal, or attitude-formation models of the exposure
effect, all of which predict that (a) affect ratings of merely exposed stimuli will increase linearly through a large number of
stimulus exposures, (b) stimulus complexity and interestingness will not mediate the mere exposure effect, and (c) boredom
proneness will not mediate the exposure effect. The results of
Experiments 1-3 are also consistent with Bornstein's (1989a)
meta-analysis of research on the exposure effect, and with
previous studies investigating the effects of stimulus complexity (e.g, Berlyne, 1970; Stang & O'Connell, 1974), stimulus exposure sequence (e.g, Harrison & Crandall, 1972; Kail & Freeman, 1973), and stimulus exposure duration (e.g, Hamid, 1973;
Harrison & Zajonc, 1970) on the magnitude of the mere exposure effect.
Although these findings indicate that boredom is a limiting
condition on the exposure-affect relationship, they should not
be construed to indicate that boredom is the only factor that
can diminish the magnitude of the exposure effect. Bornstein's
(1989a) meta-analysis of research on the exposure effect indicated that subliminal stimuli produce exposure effects that are
substantially stronger than the exposure effects produced by
stimuli that are clearly recognized. Furthermore, Bornstein
(1989b) found an inverse relationship between stimulus recognition accuracy and magnitude of the exposure effect across all
mere exposure experiments. These two results led Bornstein
(1989b, in press) to conclude that subjects in mere exposure
experiments discount affective reactions to stimuli that are
clearly recognized, attributing these affective reactions in part
to the stimulus familiarization procedure. However, subjects
exposed to subliminal stimuli cannot generate this "discounting" attribution, and consequently attribute their affective reactions to properties of the stimulus itself, producing a stronger
exposure effect. To the extent that plausible alternative explanations for familiarity-induced affect change are available to subjects, the magnitude of the exposure effect is likely to decrease
(Bornstein, in press).
Thus, research suggests that at least two cognitive processes
—boredom and attributional biases—can inhibit affective responding to repeated, unreinforced stimulus exposures. Although the dynamics and characteristics of these two inhibitory processes have not been investigated extensively by mere
exposure researchers, it seems likely that attributional dis-
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1985, for detailed discussions of the cognitive responses associated with boredom). Future research on the exposure effect
should examine the dynamics and characteristics of these two
cognitive processes. In addition, future research should investigate the range of factors that attenuate affective responding in
mere exposure experiments, and the circumstances in which
different inhibitory factors influence the magnitude of the exposure effect.
Although the present experiments investigated the second
factor in the two-factor model of exposure effects (ie, boredom/satiation effects), the process by which familiarity produces enhancement of affect toward a stimulus remains unexplored. Researchers have generally hypothesized that some
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1977). Results of Bornstein's (1989a) meta-analysis further suggest that implicit—as well as explicit—learning can mediate the
exposure effect (see also Bornstein et al, 1987; Gordon &
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McKeough, & Ahlering, 1978). As Bornstein (1989a) noted, the
advertising community has already integrated certain concepts
and findings from mere exposure research into their marketing
strategies. Continued attention to variables that enhance (and
undermine) the effects of repeated, unreinforced stimulus exposures on affect, attitudes, and behavior will increase the effectiveness of such "applied mere exposure" techniques.
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